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When LocaL LaW Impedes 
confLIct ResoLutIon:

Women’s Oil Protests in the 
Niger Delta

Laine Munir

ABSTRACT: Nigeria’s oil-rich Niger Delta region hosts a 
long-standing conflict among residents, the government, and for-
eign oil companies operating in rural areas. Both peaceful and 
armed cadres of men have led mobilizations against extractive 
operations but then all-female demonstrations arose relatively 
suddenly, seemingly separate from men, starting in 2002. Based 
on qualitative field data, this ethnographic case study explores 
how women’s perceptions of law informed their decision to protest 
in response to their oil-related grievances from 2002 to 2012. It 
asks why women avoided the use of formal state law, remaining 
embedded in localized traditional law for formal, rights-based 
legal matters. The main findings are that women see written law 
from the state as inherently good but corrupting individuals as 
the reason it cannot be galvanized for conflict resolution. They 
also perceive a binary between local and state law, with indige-
nous leaders acting as gatekeepers controlling access between the 
two legal planes. This study suggests that traditional law may 
impede women’s ability to resolve their oil-related problems in 
Nigeria.
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INTRODUCTION

The Niger Delta region of Nigeria, consisting of eleven oil-rich states, 
has hosted an enduring struggle among residents, the government, 
and foreign oil companies since the 1970s. Fishermen and farmers are 
angered by widespread oil spills, gas flares, and other forms of environ-
mental damage to rivers and agricultural lands necessary for economic 
survival. They argue that foreign oil companies, in partnership with the 
Nigerian federal government, make immense profits without returning 
investment into the very communities harmed by oil. Ukeje (2004) and 
Omotola (2009) describe how state and private security forces have 
responded to local dissent by committing rapes, torture, and extrajudi-
cial killings as part of an overall militarization of the area in defense of 
oil operations. 

Mostly male indigenous groups have confronted oil operations 
both peacefully and violently. In the 1990s, Ken Saro-Wiwa spear-
headed a nonviolent resistance by founding the Movement for the 
Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP) in the Niger Delta. His group 
staged mass marches, demonstrations, and sit-ins; they presented an 
Ogoni Bill of Rights to the government calling for changes to how oil 
was regulated. Saro-Wiwa garnered the support of foreign governments 
and NGOs through his international speaking engagements. His reform 
efforts ended in 1995 when Sani Abacha’s repressive military regime 
executed Saro-Wiwa and eight others after a widely condemned trial, 
yet MOSOP’s efforts still continue today. Then starting in 2005, violent 
militants, largely from the Ijaw clan, came to the fore of the conflict. 
Rebel groups such as the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger 
Delta (MEND) espouse an ideology of self-determination that prohibits 
both foreign and state oil operations and asserts indigenous ownership 
of oil-rich lands (Ukaga, Ukiwo, and Ibaba 2012, 3). Media reports 
describe how insurgents destroy public property and oil infrastructure, 
loot oil reserves, kidnap for ransom, and endanger local communities as 
part of an armed resistance against companies (Obi 2009; Obi 2010). 
Their actions succeeded in disrupting oil production, sales, and invest-
ment to the extent the federal government introduced an amnesty pro-
gram for them in 2009. The job training-based program briefly quelled 
their activities, but militant violence eventually resurged and continues. 

However, in contrast to these male-led movements, this article 
focuses on the comparably sudden emergence of all-female peaceful 
mobilizations in the Niger Delta that seem to have arisen autono-
mously around 2002. Protesting women made explicit “rights” claims 
against the federal government that they deserved, as citizens harmed 
by extractive activities, basic amenities like clean drinking water and 
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reliable food sources (Ezeilo 2015, 200). They complained that oil com-
panies ignored promises of jobs for local men in the Memorandums 
of Understandings (MOUs) they signed with residents (Omeje 2005). 
Women asserted that Niger Delta residents should be paid restitu-
tion for health problems stemming from oil practices and that they 
should receive fair financial compensation for spills on their farming 
lands (Anugwom and Anugwom 2009).1 Their three core demands of 
the state and companies during demonstrations were environmental 
cleanup and/or compensation for damage, employment for their male 
family members, and improved infrastructure systems like electricity 
and roads. Women framed their grievances in terms of their role as 
mothers and wives, e.g. the need to provide food and income for their 
children. 

The women employed a range of strategies in their mobilizations. 
Female farmers traveled to state capitol buildings to stand for hours with 
signs, demanding greater transparency in the use of oil profits by corrupt 
politicians. They gathered to sing and dance in front of the office com-
plexes of Shell and Chevron (pers. comm.; Ukeje 2004). Most dramati-
cally, female “Amazons” trapped 700 workers inside Chevron’s Escravos 
plant and succeeded in getting Chevron to halt oil operations during 
their ten-day occupation in July of 2002 (Ezeilo 2015). This ignited 
other takeovers involving over 1,000 women that summer, including an 
incident in which women paddled a large canoe out to sea to occupy an 
off-shore oil installation. Several scholars highlight the indigenous strat-
egies women employed at such demonstrations. Turner and Brownhill 
(2004) describe the use of the traditional practice of “sitting on a man” 
in which women controlled where men could move, such as physically 
blocking men’s entry into oil extraction sites and cutting off their ability 
to access food supplies. Ikelegbe (2005) and Ukeje (2004) analyze the 
“curse of nakedness” in which topless women marched to oil refineries 
owned by foreigners to embarrass company officials with their nudity 
and shame them into leaving the area. 

Law is meant to offer these protesting women an alternative to vio-
lence as a means of conflict resolution and serve as a socially constructive 
conduit through which they may solve their problems. However, post-
colonial Nigeria is an environment of legal pluralism in which multiple 
forms of law—traditional, federal, international—coexist and interact 
simultaneously, making their legal navigation of oil-related violations 
complicated. In the Niger Delta, different conflicts are channeled 
through various legal planes according to the nature of the dispute. As 
an example, Salomi described how she tried to solve her conflicts stem-
ming from oil extraction that destroyed her farmlands:
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“For a husband beating you or a land dispute you go to Chief. For steal-
ing, you go to the police. If your husband is cheating on you, then go to 
Church. If you take [infidelity] to Chief, then you spoil it. You take that 
to God. Different problems are for different places.”2 

Although first glance might indicate that coexisting legal fields in Nigeria 
would offer people like Salomi more options for peacefully resolving 
natural resource conflicts, it may actually convolute their attempts at 
remedying their grievances. This article interrogates how women per-
ceived these different legal planes, e.g., traditional versus formal law, and 
how their perceptions informed where they channeled their oil-related 
grievances.

This article’s guiding research question asks why Niger Delta 
women avoided the use of formal legal processes and institutions, 
instead remaining entrenched in localized law, despite their understand-
ing that they were asserting formal and codified legal rights. Specifically, 
this case study highlights that women made legal demands on the state 
and oil companies based on formal employment contract, land and per-
sonal property, and human rights violations, but did so using “extrale-
gal” means outside formal law (but which were not expressly illegal). 
As Ewick and Silbey (1998) conceptualize, the aggrieved are either 
“with the law,” having legal grievances and utilizing legal strategies, or 
“outside of the law,” with grievances and strategies conceptualized as 
non-legal. Niger Delta women offer a seeming contradiction because 
they made rights demands based in formal law, but they didn’t galvanize 
the formal legal system for a remedy. Their resistance included mem-
bers knowledgeable about formally going to court, filing complaints, 
and letter-writing to officials, but they eschewed these strategies. Rather, 
they engaged in indigenous resistance outside formal legal channels in 
response to their problems with the state. This ethnography interrogates 
the period of 2002–12 because the number of women’s demonstrations 
and the degree to which they disrupted oil operations was much higher 
than in the years before and after; all-female protests arose relatively 
suddenly in 2002 and then the number and measurable disruption to 
oil operations waned after 2012 (Okon 2007; Associated Press 2002). 

It is easy to explain women’s extralegal resistance with a cost-benefit 
approach, by simply pointing to the financial, geographic, and educa-
tional challenges rural women face in accessing Nigeria’s legal institu-
tions. However, there are ample cases of communities of women coming 
together to harness the power of courts in countries with legal systems as 
problematic as Nigeria’s, which regularly ranks below the African aver-
age in measurements of rule of law and transparency (Mo Ibrahim Index 
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2012). Like Delta women who struggle with environmental damage, 
rural women of the Oriente region of the Ecuadorian Amazon joined 
suits against Texaco in American courts under the Alien Tort Claims 
Act (Sawyer 2004, 104). Female members of the Kayan community of 
Malaysia have helped press land claims against logging companies in 
federal court in response to company employees trespassing on hunting 
lands (Hancock 2003, 91; Wong 2008, 167). Northern Nigerian and 
Kenyan women have gone to court to remedy issues of violence and 
economic inequality (Hirsch 1998; Imam 2005). In the Niger Delta, 
(male) property owners have brought several cases against oil companies 
for negligence, e.g., Umuge v. Shell-BP (1975), Shell v. Otoko (1990), 
Shell v. Enoch (1992), and a handful won compensation for oil spills 
(Frynas 1999; Frynas 2000). About half of the female activists inter-
viewed for this study were aware of Nigerian cases pending against oil 
companies at the time of research and were supportive of that litigation, 
yet they did not see going to court as feasible themselves. 

This article is set out in three main sections below. First is a descrip-
tion of scholarship on the constitutive nature of law that informs con-
flict resolution processes and women’s sociolegal worlds. Next is the 
article’s methodology and then the key results—that women’s percep-
tion of their place “down here” in a legal binary impedes their access to 
the formal state “up there” for resolving oil conflicts. The three central 
findings are really three views women have of law, and for greater clarity, 
each one is immediately followed by its own individual analysis rather 
than being discussed in a single section together. The article concludes 
with a brief evaluation of the wider implications of this study for how 
we discuss and approach state-building and legal reform in postcolonies 
like Nigeria. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY LITERATURE REVIEW

Two bodies of interdisciplinary literature give context to this discussion. 
The first stems from sociolegal studies and the second from the wider 
field of conflict resolution. To prepare for data collection in the field, 
initial sociolegal research drew substantially from constitutive legal the-
ory (CLT). CLT, which was not a theory that was tested but rather a lens 
for contextualization, reveals law as constitutive of culture and thereby 
as constitutive of people’s consciousness, practices, and social relations 
(Mautner 2011). It took root in the 1980s in anthropological studies of 
African disputes, primarily with Geertz’s (1983) essay arguing that law 
is “constructive of social realities rather than merely reflective of them.”  
It rejects Llewellyn’s (2011) notion of “law as rules,” Moore’s (1978) 
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contrasting “law as process,” and most applicable conflict resolution 
studies, the idea of law merely as a problem-solving tool (Moore 2001, 
97). With the constitutive approach, law has a functional element for 
conflict resolution, but that function exists within a larger legal world of 
equally relevant practices, beliefs, language, and subtle norms enforce-
ment that affect each other (Comaroff and Roberts 1981). Also unique 
to this approach, law has a powerful ability to shape our ideas and social 
relations, as well as frame our politics (Tamanaha 1997).

Thus, law is understood broadly to be an integral part of social 
institutions, groupings, and communities and includes not only the 
legal system and official institutions and processes that aim to resolve 
conflict, but also the various unofficial forms of normativity and reg-
ulation that are generated within networks. From this standpoint, the 
internal normative orderings of various Nigerian groups—female pro-
testers, grassroots activists, business elites, and political parties—interact 
with each other under legal influences and may become legal influences 
themselves. It is the most useful approach to studying law and power in 
a place like southern Nigeria, where both plural legal systems and power 
may be uncodified and beyond the reach of traditional legal theories. 
CLT can help inform our understanding of how Nigerian’s women con-
ceptions of law determine their reactions to social conflict. 

Then, when we turn to the wider literature on conflict resolution, it 
offers us two explanations for civil disobedience in the Niger Delta: con-
flict emerges when fundamental needs are denied, and then resistance 
emerges when conflict resolution mechanisms, e.g., law and its insti-
tutions, fail. Burton (1979), Azar (1990), and Väyrynen (2001) recog-
nize unfulfilled basic needs as the source of all social conflict. For them, 
needs are fundamental human requirements distinct from wants or 
value, whose satisfaction is “essential to the organization and survival of 
society” as well as the “development and functioning of its component 
parts, individuals and groups” (Burton 1979, 59). Conflict resolution, 
particularly through law, is therefore the effort to forestall the threat of 
disintegration instigated by the denial of needs (Oshita 2007). When 
viewed through the constitutive legal lens, we recognize that the dispute 
processes that emerge from the needs-based oil struggle are given mean-
ing and form, e.g., protests, by a dialectical relationship between socio-
cultural structures and the individual experience of Nigerian women.

The anti-oil protests are instances of such dispute processes break-
ing down between local communities and state-backed oil companies, 
instances in which mobilizers have been open to demonstrations in order 
to impose a sense of legal order and fairness. While this dispute resolu-
tion process is outwardly failing among community members and power 
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holders, it may simultaneously be reconfiguring itself as an altered pro-
cess within individual communities and, thus, change the way women 
approach conflict altogether. Indeed, Massoud (2013) argues, “Each 
time an actor uses the law, creates a legal institution, seeks a judicial 
ruling, or accepts the assistance of human rights specialists—each time 
legal politics is enacted—the shape of the law and legal order changes” 
(212). Women’s actions are thus a product of, and shaping force in, the 
state. Because of this, the actions of these women are meaningful.

Yet, despite the ways constitutive legal theory illuminates informal 
and extralegal disputing interactions in Nigeria, it does not explain why 
women avoided galvanizing formal law as a form of resistance to oil activ-
ities. Constitutive legal theory scholarship has looked at when and why 
groups choose to engage with state law to further their cause (Comaroff 
and Roberts 1981; Hirsch and Lazarus-Black 1994; Mamdani 1996). 
However, anti-oil demonstrations present the question of how women 
may have perceived political and legal opportunities, since women actu-
ally did not engage with state law and avoided formal legal mobilization 
altogether. They were open to demonstrations, though, which indicates 
that they were willing to show resistance against power but just not 
through legal conduits. 

If the constitutive approach examines the ways social groups con-
ceive of conflict resolution, ordering, social relationships, and of ways 
of determining truth and justice, how does this help reveal Nigerian 
women’s legal worlds? If law is a system of thought by which certain 
forms of relations come to seem natural and taken for granted, how do 
those relations impact how women choose to galvanize or not galvanize 
legal routes to resolve their conflicts? Below is a brief description of this 
study’s methods in exploring these questions. 

METHODS

This ethnographic case study employed constructivist grounded theory 
to create a bottom-up understanding of women’s legal consciousness. 
Grounded theory is a systematic methodology for generating theory 
about social phenomena using inductive data collection and analysis, 
thus letting data act as the building blocks to create new theory. Almost 
the reverse of traditional social science that begins with a hypothesis and 
later seeks to explain, grounded theory begins with no preconceived 
notions and seeks to understand (Charmaz 2006, 126). It is construc-
tivist in the sense that it places priority on the phenomena of study and 
sees both data and analysis as created from shared experiences and rela-
tionships with participants and other sources of data. Constructivists 
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study how—and sometimes why—participants construct these under-
standings and actions in specific situations.

To study the peak protest period for women of 2002–12, qualita-
tive data was gathered over the course of ten months in three commu-
nities of Rivers State, the economic hub of oil operations in the Niger 
Delta. The communities of Choba, Kpean, and Bane, located in the 
Obio-Akpor and Khana Local Government Areas, are within sixty kilo-
meters of the Rivers’ state capital of Port Harcourt. Women participated 
in demonstrations in the timeframe of analysis in all three communities, 
but each differs when measuring degree of urbanization, ethnic unity, 
exposure to outsiders, adherence to tradition, experience with violent 
conflict, and sustained endurance of resistance practices. These three 
sites were selected based on differences among these characteristics in 
order to obtain the most representative data, which, when analyzed in 
combination, offers a relatively balanced view of women’s perceptions of 
the oil conflict and the law in the Niger Delta. 

Results are based on thirty-nine one-hour interviews with partici-
pants, eleven observations of protests and activist meetings, and docu-
ments from university archives, the Rivers State government office, and 
three local human rights NGOs. The main tool was a semi-structured 
interview protocol in which the first half focused on stories of demon-
strations and the second half on perceptions of law and the state. The 
protocol was divided into four sections: 1) open-ended questions about 
protests, 2) specific questions about protests based on respondent’s 
answers, 3) open-ended questions about law, and 4) semi-structured 
questions about conflict resolution, local law, federal law, and interna-
tional law. Questions were also peppered with prompts starting with, 
“Tell me about…”

To begin the confidential interviewing process in each community, 
the local chief granted initial permission for research and then the first 
female respondents were known protest participants; they then referred 
other protesting women via text message to create a snowball process of 
finding subjects. Ethical concerns such as privacy and informed con-
sent were paramount at every stage of interviewing. There was variation 
between friendly socialization and conducting interviews, so being seen 
with a researcher was not necessarily an indication a community mem-
ber was a research participant. All at-home interviews were conducted 
in the late mornings, a time when nearly all community members were 
out farming and fishing, helping interviewees to remain anonymous to 
neighbors. Research participants only provided first names. All research 
documentation was kept secured at all times and interviewees were not 
left with any papers that could link them to data collection. They were 
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read informed consent according to American IRB standards and also 
offered informed consent to read.  

The qualitative data gathered was analyzed using Atlas.ti software, 
with initial coding followed by theoretical coding as patterns became 
clear. This software is innovative in that it allows the researcher to draw 
actual “maps” consisting of boxes and to connect lines that show the 
linkages among concepts as a network (Muhr 1991). It was developed 
specifically for grounded theory methods. Together, these methods 
helped reveal the sociolegal terrain women navigate to resolve their oil 
grievances.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Before answering the question of why Niger Delta women avoided 
state law when engaging with the state, it is important to clarify what 
the women meant when they referred to “law.” They used the word 
to refer to formal federal and state law as well as traditional law, or 
“chief ’s law” as they termed it. As a federation, formal legal processes, 
institutions, and actors are guided by the 1999 constitution in Nigeria’s 
thirty-six states. The highest courts, including the Supreme Court, are 
in the capital of Abuja and served mostly a symbolic function for the 
women interviewed, as a representation of rule of law, albeit an inac-
cessible one. Each individual state hosts a federal High Court, a state 
High Court, and a Customary Court of Appeals. The latter receives 
cases from the lowest tier courts, constitutionally recognized Magistrate, 
or Customary, Courts, which handle cases of land rights, inheritance, 
and family matters. Customary Courts judge cases unworkable by local 
chiefs and are an example of how formal law both interacts with and 
serves as an alternative to traditional law.

For Niger Delta women, customary law created a legal order that 
they perceived to be indigenous—despite its manipulation by indirect 
colonial rule—and included an element of divine validity. This custom-
ary legal order included official legal actors such as customary court 
judges, but local chiefs and their councils of elders were really at the 
heart of traditional law in this study. Chiefs hold historical legitimacy 
because they served as bridges to and instruments of colonial rule. They 
are also commonly seen as having a divinity due to their connection 
with ancestors. Pragmatically, they play a direct role in the provision of 
collective goods for collective benefit, e.g., permission to start the farm-
ing season, which encourages individuals to follow their directives. Both 
the perceived historical legitimacy of chiefs and the social and financial 
punishments for ignoring them have created a habitus in which they 
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determine women’s legal worlds, even in conflicts over oil with compa-
nies and the federal government in which chiefs have no real power. This 
continued authority of traditional rule has been found in rural commu-
nities across Africa (Mamdani 1996; Swidler 2010).

It is critical to acknowledge that interviewees viewed chiefs’ system 
of governance as the law most salient in their lives, far more so than 
formal law. Respondents recognized state law as a British legacy and 
said it came from “Big Men” in urban areas (interviewees did not voice 
awareness of the increasing number of female politicians involved with 
the oil issue).3 State law was less tangible and accessible for them—and 
included far more personnel such as politicians, magistrates, barristers, 
and police; institutions such as higher courts, prisons, and development 
commissions; and procedures such as voting at polling stations, testify-
ing in state court, and filing police reports. Recognizing the multiplicity 
of law for Niger Delta women, below are the three findings of this eth-
nographic case study that reveal why women remain embedded in local 
law for formal legal matters related to oil.

“They Put a Good Thing on Paper and Do a Different 
Thing on the Ground.”

The women in field interviews saw both traditional law and state 
law positively, but they viewed legal actors negatively and saw individ-
uals as corrupting formal legal institutions that should help solve their 
oil problems. This does not mean law in theory, but rather the actual 
law on the books. Respondents called it “the laws on paper.”4 When 
they discussed corruption and oil, they described the way that people 
misuse institutions while maintaining that the institutions themselves 
were meant to be helpful; they voiced a belief in the fairness of courts 
while lamenting the corruption of judges, a belief in jail in the face of 
the immoral ways that police incarcerate innocent people, and a belief 
in rural development commissions even when those commissions mis-
appropriate funds.

Mistrust of legal actors makes sense in a country that ranks among 
the lowest quarter in Transparency International’s “Global Corruption 
Perceptions Index” (Transparency International 2018). As a Bane 
respondent framed it, “Nigerian laws are not good only because they 
don’t follow the law. They put a good thing on paper and do a different 
thing on the ground and they do things by force. The problem is the 
people in charge of affairs.”5 An official in the Niger Delta Development 
Commission, charged with using oil wealth to improve infrastruc-
ture, agreed with the notion that laws are fundamentally just, but that 
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individual leaders, in this case government-salaried chiefs, undermine 
development laws and policy:

Invariably we must relate with chiefs if we want to have headway in what 
we do. Sometimes the relationship depends on cash. You want to put up 
a community road. The [chief ’s] youths will come and tell you that you 
can’t, even though it is good for the community, until you do A and B 
and C. You have to send in a negotiation team. They will go and the chief 
will be there on the other side of the negotiation. At the end of the day, if 
the youths say do 1, 2, 3, 4 then the chief will say do 1, 2, 3. Then NDDC 
will say OK, we will do 1 and 2. All these things lead to substandard jobs 
because most of these things don’t come in the budget. If you have a road 
project that costs X naira, then that X naira is provided. The contractor 
will do the job for X naira. But, when chiefs’ engagement and other risks 
are involved, it takes away from that X naira, and you are left with X 
minus whatever naira you spent on that engagement. You are forced to 
do the job with less, leading to substandard jobs. You spend all your time 
negotiating. As far as I am concerned, the chief is part of the whole saga.6

Interviewees were similar to people in many other places when they 
believed that it is individuals’ implementation of law that causes social 
problems, rather than law itself, as faith in the inherent goodness of law 
can be found in most societies. In the American context, Scheingold 
(1974) described a “myth of rights” in which the concrete institution of 
constitutional government is not as powerful as the people’s less tangible 
belief in its beneficence. The symbolism of the law is so powerful that 
it is the driving force behind role expectations, legitimacy, institutions, 
and politics itself. This myth of rights exists on some level in Nigeria 
too, although it is less pronounced.

Women’s belief in the goodness of law, apart from its implemen-
tation, is part of a long-standing faith that undergirds most efforts at 
state-building in contemporary Africa. At independence in 1960, early 
Nigerian leaders invoked affirmations of fundamental rights in the 
struggle for self-determination, a struggle regarded as an aspect of a 
larger human rights movement (Asante 1969). Initial constitutions in 
1963 and 1979 focused largely on guaranteeing group rights in order 
to allay the fears of minority ethnic groups, worried that they would be 
politically and economically marginalized by majority groups in their 
regions (Okoli 1982). More recent constitutions, however, particularly 
the 1999 version, increasingly emphasized individual rights and the fed-
eral government has ratified various human rights treaties, at least par-
tially in response to the Western human rights paradigm. Several of my 
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respondents referenced their legally protected rights in the constitution 
and under federal laws. They used rights discourse, e.g., “my rights,” 
“violation,” and “compensation.” This legal vocabulary can be traced to 
the charismatic leadership of Saro-Wiwa, who used such terminology in 
his framing of the oil crisis. Women’s belief in rights explains why they 
described the law as helpful and the lack of enforcement of those rights 
and the corruption of individuals as the problem. 

Niger Delta women’s faith in the goodness of uncorrupted law 
stemmed from their certainty in its power of norm enforcement, 
encouraging community members to conduct themselves in compliance 
with society’s needs. Normativity is just one of law’s many functions, 
as law can take complimentary and competing forms: doctrinal, aspi-
rational, traditional, retributive, and restorative. These terms describe 
both an approach to legal analysis and also to the way that individuals 
conceive of their legal systems. Westerners tend to be concerned with 
the doctrinal element of law, or law “on the books” (Seron and Silbey 
2004). International legal actors may describe the aspirational goals of 
law, or how global law enforcement will never be achieved but that there 
is still value in trying to achieve it. Because of the prominent role of 
chiefs in governing women’s everyday lives, one might expect the female 
respondents to have said law mattered simply because it had always 
been there, that law had a traditional legitimacy, but they did not. They 
mostly believed law “made people behave well.” In one woman’s words, 
“Without law, they will behave anyhow and demonstrate bad character. 
There will be chaos.”7

Women agreed that courts have the power to enforce good behavior 
and were, on paper, fair, but they would not go to one for oil disputes 
because they did not think they would be “favored” there. The court-
room was both a place of justice and also a source of injustice for them. 
Conflicting views of law—law is good but individuals turn it bad, the 
court can help us but we should not go to court—help us to reconcile 
the fact that chiefs and demonstrators made legal claims about rights 
violations in such an extralegal manner. Legal claims and extralegal tac-
tics may seem at odds, but many societies view law as both contestable 
and in paradoxical terms. For example, the South African Tswana con-
ceive of their world in a contradictory manner—as rule-governed yet 
inherently open to pragmatic individualism, as orderly yet shifting, and 
as law as both a form of social control yet the appropriate forum for 
confrontation (Comaroff and Comaroff 1997). Lazarus-Black (1994) 
agrees with this notion of a legal consciousness of contradiction and 
sees it as the reason that otherwise law-abiding, subordinate people can 
sometimes confront dominant worldviews through oppositional legal 
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ideologies, behaviors, and representations. Women’s view of law as the-
oretically helpful but corrupted by individuals is due in part to their 
perceived position at the bottom of a legal geography. 

“The People up at the Top Know How They Are Fighting 
It, but I Don’t Understand That Down Here.”

The second finding was that women of the oil resistance movement 
viewed the law as a binary. Elements of formal law that could rem-
edy rights violations stemming from oil—federal statutes, governance, 
courts, judges—were for “Big Men up there” while conflict resolution 
for women remained firmly entrenched “down here” in the traditional 
or local laws of their communities or ethnic groups. Women acknowl-
edged the plurality of legal systems for certain issues and for individu-
als other than themselves, e.g., men and men of means, but believed 
they could only take their grievances to their chiefs, even when it was 
an oil-related issue and chiefs have little ossified power within the oil 
industry. Women remained within the realm of localized indigenous 
law due to their gender and lower rates of education relative to men. 
Their numerous legal planes were not different conflict resolution ave-
nues they could seek out but rather ways for their grievances to get out 
of their control. Indeed, Chirayath, Sage, and Woolcock (2005) found 
that changes brought about by successive regimes in postcolonies, such 
as Nigeria’s long history of coups, led to an increase in parallel systems. 
Rather than increasing coherence, this has led to conflicting rule systems 
and a breakdown in social ordering.

However, this article aims less to classify the plural normative orders 
at work than to interpret women’s perception of their sociolegal fields, 
and for them, the system was dual rather than plural. Although sociole-
gal scholars recognize that the local is “inextricably tied to the national 
or even to the foreign, no matter how distant or peripheral,” Niger Delta 
women did not (Massoud 2013, 38). They distinguished a dual system 
of local governance “down here” and federal governance “up there” and 
firmly situated themselves in the local, which has no legitimate means 
of resolving disputes with oil companies or the federal government. The 
only alternative to this top-bottom binary was local pastors who played 
a vital role in conflict mediation for personal matters, but women said 
oil-related problems were not a church/religious issue. Despite its limits 
in higher up conflict resolution, this perceived two-part system bolstered 
the power of chieftaincy in women’s sociolegal worlds. For, if women 
only saw a single federal alternative platform for grievances beyond their 
chief, and that federal conduit felt inaccessible for various reasons, then 
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chiefs were empowered to control political and social interactions on 
the local level because their decisions felt unchallengeable for women. 
In short, chiefs retained their traditional power in governing women’s 
sociopolitical behaviors while chiefs’ actual power to change oil practices 
to benefit women was negligible. 

This perceived binary may have some historical undercurrents, since 
the British framed indigenous law as the polar opposite of European 
law. As Maine (1906) described it, there was “primitive law” concerned 
with status and “civilized law” concerned with contracts. Since British 
administrators identified and reified the notion of law’s binary, Nigerians 
had to function within these boundaries. Generations of navigating this 
colonial system may have imbued Nigerians with this sense of legal 
dualism. In terms of contemporary consciousness, there is also an issue 
of visibility. An identifiable chief and his court, often set in his “palace” 
(a local term), and chiefly mandates publicly proclaimed at farming cer-
emonies feel more salient to community members than nebulous federal 
institutions and actors located comparably far away.

There were differing opinions among women about which of these 
levels, traditional/local or state/federal, was better suited to meet their 
needs. In the communities studied, just over half of respondents voiced 
respect or satisfaction with local governance. The most common rea-
son for this satisfaction was that traditional governance was fulfilling its 
basic function of stopping most conflicts from escalating. Most com-
monly, respondents felt that various local leaders were able to mitigate 
intra-community conflicts and to a lesser degree had to regularly con-
trol potential conflicts with neighboring communities. In interviews, 
this was described as the “chief settling peace.” In descending order of 
salience, other reasons for respecting local governmental leaders included 
the chief was obeyed by all, was fair and wise, was popularly chosen, 
democratically represented community members’ interests to Big Men, 
and had traditional power that legitimated his rule. To a lesser extent, 
women thought local forms of legal resolution for disputes were “simple” 
and affordable. This means that local governance had an internal logic 
understood by community members and that it did not cost as much 
to sit court with a chief as it would have to travel to government offices 
or pay larger fees to access state government officials. Respondents felt 
that local leaders more or less did their best to represent the women’s oil 
interests to those higher up when they could.

Nearly as many interview subjects, however, felt that actors within 
their traditional government simply were not competent or capable 
enough to solve issues of oil and formal governance. They complained 
that their chief engaged in juju and that he was dishonest. This accords 
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with Afrobarometer data indicating that at the time of field data collec-
tion, at least 60 percent of rural Nigerians viewed most local leaders as 
corrupt and said they did not trust them (Afrobarometer 2013). Women 
said chiefs charged community members too much to hear their prob-
lems. In fact, more women voiced dissatisfaction with the financial cost 
of going to their chief than they did for going to court, even consider-
ing the comparably high fees associated with the latter. This could be 
explained by the fact that most women and those they knew had far 
more experience with their chiefs than with formal legal institutions, 
meaning that they had simply had more instances in which to have 
negative experiences with chieftaincy. It also indicates that women lived 
within their localized world and did not spend as much time thinking 
about formal law as they did about informal law. Those who did not 
approve of their chief ’s performance still said they were compelled to 
follow his orders and take problems to him, regardless.

“Chief Is Law.”

The third result indicates who controls interactions in this perceived 
binary and, ultimately, why it is problematic when single individuals 
are the arbiters of grievances. Although women had varying opinions 
of their chief, everyone agreed that “chief is law” and that he was best 
positioned to represent their interests to officials. All felt that, without 
his help, they could not seek remedies to their grievances with those 
above him. They described how those who challenged his decisions with 
the police had their cases sent back to the chief anyway.8 When state 
authorities came into their communities to investigate a problem, they 
tended to only visit with the chief, and thus chiefs were able to control 
women’s communication with state officials.9 Women also worried that 
chiefs communicated with the spirits and that there were non-secular 
ramifications for questioning their chiefs’ decisions. To this end, chiefs 
occupied a unique and powerful position in the system, as the gate-
keepers between community members and access to formal law. The 
remainder of this section will look at chiefs’ positional power in rural 
societies, drawing on a concept of cultural gatekeeping by chiefs to help 
better understand this case.

Gatekeepers such as chiefs exist to control the flow of demands that 
citizens make on the system. Any system member who has a regular 
voice has the power to regulate this flow of demands as a gatekeeper, 
to determine which collective and individual wants get converted into 
overt demands on the system. David Easton (1965) describes a Niger 
Delta chief well when he writes that, “gatekeepers are not only those 
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who initiate a demand by first voicing it; the term also designates those 
whose actions, once a demand is moving through the channels of the 
system, at some point have the opportunity to determine its destiny” 
(86–88). However, contrary to Easton’s view of the instability of rural 
African communities, Niger Delta chiefs acted as gatekeepers in more 
stable and structured political and legal environments than he observed, 
transforming and thus persisting since the precolonial era.

Nigerian local governance is highly structured, positioning chiefs 
well within the system. Although it may not be ossified in the common 
law tradition with clear institutions and positions for individuals, the 
historical and cultural forces that undergird chieftaincy are strong in 
communities with low levels of formal education and little experience 
interacting with the state. For example, field data indicated that struc-
tural impediments existed to gaining access to the proper audience for 
voicing grievances and for going to court because everyone needed to 
sit court with their chief and have him refer their case upwards before 
going to the police or other legal institutions. Police regularly turned 
away cases that were not already being heard by community chiefs; local 
disputes that were furthered along were typically channeled to Native 
Courts, despite the fact that native laws are unwritten agreements that 
cannot apply federal codes (Ebbe 1997). A woman said of issues over 
land ownership that can’t be resolved at higher levels, “Even at court 
they sometimes tell them to come back home because it is the native 
people at home who know best, since land disputes [are] about bound-
ary [sic]. By the grace of God there must be an elderly person in the 
family who knows the owner of the land.”10 

Chiefs and other elites who could control women’s oil complaints 
were powerful within this political system because they served in varied 
capacities in the Niger Delta. If a woman chose not to demonstrate 
against oil operations, or did not contribute to a protest fund, or voiced 
an individual complaint during the demonstration, there could be unre-
lated economic or ritualistic sanctions, e.g., revocation of trading priv-
ileges.11 One might mistakenly believe that because chiefs had a diffuse 
set of roles, their gatekeeping was porous and open to challenge, but, in 
reality, they were able to assert their power in many more realms of com-
munity life. This singular position of chiefs would not have been such a 
dispute resolution challenge if they were regularly proactive about rep-
resenting women’s oil interests to those in high positions. This investiga-
tion indicated they were not. 

There are several reasons why chiefs made poor conduits for wom-
en’s oil grievances in the communities studied. As an instrument of tra-
ditional law, the basic function of a chief was to maintain harmony in 
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the community. According to Choudree (1999) and Ajayi and Buhari 
(2014), a chief ’s main duty is to reconcile parties to stymie the evolu-
tion of a dispute because societies organized along tribal lines present a 
high number of small interpersonal disputes that can explode into larger 
group conflicts. Thus, the chieftaincy system works well for solving lower- 
level intra-tribal disputes, but is not adept at handling high-level or for-
mal disputes such as those that oil presented in Rivers State. 

The position of chiefs presented a problem of incentive as well. 
First, Nigerian chiefs are civil servants who receive salaries from the fed-
eral government while the federal government is a majority stakeholder 
in the joint venture it holds with foreign oil companies, the Nigerian 
National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC). It would be a conflict of 
interest for state-salaried chiefs to lodge complaints for problematic oil 
operations against the very state that earns revenue from those oper-
ations. Second, an additional line of inquiry of this research found 
evidence that chiefs may have received payments from oil companies 
as a reward for quelling women’s demonstrations. That is, if women 
could not channel their complaints upwards and instead protested, 
then chiefs stood to benefit in the form of payment for then ending 
that protest through their directives. In the words of a former Chevron 
employee, “All the company had to do was give a little something to 
the Chief whenever the women got mad, and then ‘poof,’ the problem 
was gone.”12 Or, if the women’s protests succeeded in gaining commu-
nity compensation from companies, the chiefs had the opportunity to 
skim off the top.13 As a Bane woman phrased it, companies can “give 
something for Ogonis, but they give it to chiefs and it hangs there and 
nothing gets down here to us.”14 In this sense, chiefs could have acted as 
political brokers trading on the conflict between local women and the 
government and companies. If the dispute stayed localized, chiefs could 
still control it and find political or financial gain in their positions; if 
the dispute became a higher up matter for formal legal institutions, they 
could have lost their capital in the conflict.

CONCLUSION

When women’s oil-related issues are not resolved, their grievances should 
be channeled from the lowest level of conflict resolution, indigenous 
governance, upwards to more formalized mechanisms for peacemaking. 
However, Nigerian women perceived a binary in this system in which a 
chief impeded the flow of demands, undergirding their widespread lack 
of faith in legal actors. They felt alienated from the state and thus their 
problems manifested as protests and demonstrations, further distancing 
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them from formal law. In turn, formal law had no opportunity to resolve 
their conflicts and bridge that distance. Formal resolution mechanisms 
and women’s perceptions of those mechanisms were mutually consti-
tutive in this sense, both appearing to exist and function at a distance. 

These findings about women’s perceptions of the state and legal 
gatekeeping have scholarly implications. They problematize arguments 
that law is a set of rules imposed by the state, which often puts govern-
ment enforcement at the foundation of law. Instead, this study concludes 
that traditional law remains primary in determining consciousness and 
behavior among Niger Delta women, bolstering prior scholarship by 
legal anthropologists claiming history and culture lay at the founda-
tion of what law is all about. These results enhance existing literature 
on conflicting views of law in legally plural settings. They demonstrate 
how, despite the hierarchal structure of contemporary law, the state may 
ultimately feel like a binary for those without the resources to navigate 
that hierarchy. 

For those seeking insights on democracy-building, this article 
demonstrates that indigenous modes of rule in postcolonial environ-
ments may stymie democratic access under certain conditions. Local 
leaders, the very actors who are paid by the government to act as links 
between the local government and the state to encourage democratic 
participation, can ultimately be obstacles for those who wish to harness 
courts, state agencies, or other legal institutions to solve their problems 
at a higher level. They can impede rather than facilitate interaction with 
the state. In this sense, indigenous rule is not necessarily the best simply 
because it is indigenous. Indigenous governance must be held to the 
same standards for rights protections and conflict resolution as formal 
governance, particularly when forming contemporary legal and political 
policy.

In view of these findings, there is a need to consider how the exis-
tence of numerous paths for conflict resolution may obfuscate legal 
terrain in postcolonial settings. This matters for Niger Delta women 
and others like them who seek to challenge dominant power holders, to 
remedy injustices. For them, law is both a constricting and empowering 
force, but it need only be the latter.

NOTES

1. Interview: Emem Okon, Nigeria, February 18, 2012.
2. Interview: Salomi, Nigeria, February 10, 2012.
3. Interviews: Ngozi, Nigeria, February 9, 2012; Onyinye, Nigeria, 

February 28, 2012.
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4. Interviews: Deebom, Nigeria, March 15, 2012; Joy, Nigeria, March 25, 
2012.

5. Interview: Deebom, Nigeria, March 15, 2012.
6. Interview: Ekanim, Nigeria, May 18, 2012.
7. Interview: Josephine, Nigeria, March 15, 2012.
8. Interview: Fyneface, Nigeria, February 20, 2012.
9. Interviews: Fyneface, Nigeria, February 20, 2012; Ekanim, Nigeria, 

May 18, 2012.
10. Interview: Irene, Nigeria, February 28, 2012.
11. Interview: Comfort, Nigeria, March 12, 2013.
12. Interview: Jim, Nigeria, November 23, 2011.
13. Interview: Celestine Akpobari, Nigeria, February 9, 2012.
14. Interview: Favour, Nigeria, March 16, 2012.
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